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Summer greetings rehabbers!!!
Hopefully you’ve been saving up and will join us in September for Symposium 2014.
This year’s dates are September 18th to the 20th, 2014, again at the beautiful FFA leadership conference center in Haines City, Florida. If funding is a problem, don’t forget applications are up on the website for scholarships and we offer three full and three partial scholarships! So apply now and make sure they are complete (if you are a volunteer you need a
letter from the licensed rehabilitator you work with)! Scholarship applications are due June 21st
and will not be accepted after that date. So apply now at www.fwra.org in the lower left corner under
“info & registration.” Registration applications are not yet available but will be up soon!!
The end of April brought biblical rain to Northwest Florida. Our friends there are okay but had a lot of
damage for the second year in a row!! This is the perfect reminder that hurricane season starts in June.
Please be sure you are ready for it!! It is easy to become lax as we have not had a major hit in several
years! Do not be the headline of the newspapers!! Make sure your supplies have not rotted and are still
in date. Be prepared, have a plan, and make sure everyone knows the plan!! Refresh your plan, read Hurricane Awareness and Preparedness article in FWRA Fall 2013 newsletter http://www.fwra.org/newsletter/
pdfs/FWRA%20Newsletter%20Fall%202013%20Online.pdf
Be sure we have your contact info and closest relative in case we cannot reach you in order to make sure
you are ok and so we can network to get you supplies in case you are not! Update your info by sending
an email to membership@fwra.org
Please check www.fwra.org and send us your feedback. We are continuously working on the website and
great changes are afoot! There is finally a map with the major rehab centers on the website and information you can refer people to who are interested in becoming a rehabilitator!!
We would love to have a members list, but we really need your cooperation on that, as several people
don’t want to be listed, making organizing such a task very very difficult!! This is just a small step toward
that direction. This is a reminder: if you would like to become an active member of FWRA, please go to
the application online. If you are interested in becoming a board member, go to www.fwra.org and under
“our mission” on the right-hand side is a link to click on to apply for a position in the Board of Directors
or Advisory Board. We would love to have your participation. FWRA is your organization!! We cannot do
it without your help!!
Many thanks as always for all that you do for the animals! Hope to see you in Haines City in September!!
Stay Safe & Be Well,
Beth Hirschfeld DVM, CVA,VMO
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Bits and Blurbs ..

FWRA Symposium 2014

Thursday, September 18 through Saturday, September 20

We have several classes already lined up, but there is still time to
request anything specific that you would like to have at the symposium. Although we’ve only just started playing with scheduling
classes, below is a sampling of what you can expect.
A track of diagnostics including: parasitology, radiology, cytology &
hematology, basic bacteriology and virology, a talk on unusual physical traits, and necropsy.
A track of basics including: physical exam, fluid therapy, wound management, and thermoregulation.
A track of Education including: What we say and how we say it and
our effect on the public, the internet and social media, and training
your education bird.
Other classes: Ophthalmology, Stress and zoonoses, Methane burns
(recognition, treatment, prevention and investigations by FWC) and
using lasers for treatment of wounds.

FWRA Symposium Scholarship
Don’t miss the deadline! You can apply for a scholarship to attend
the symposium for free, or for a reduced rate. All applications
must be in by June 21st.
Our annual symposium is approaching fast! We will be meeting
at the Florida FFA Leadership Training Center in Haines City from
September 18 – 20, 2014. Registration will be available on the
web site, www.fwra.org, soon and you can pay with PayPal to make
it even easier, or just mail a check.
You don’t want to miss our great line up of speakers! There will
be lots of information you can use to help your patients and make
your life easier!

WEBSITE NEWS
General public find FWRA website, often because they need to
find someone that can help the sick or injured wildlife that they
have found.We have added a Find a Rehabber map to our website. http://www.fwra.org/injuredwildlife.html .
FWRA Board often gets the question “How can I become a wildlife
rehabilitator?”You all probably get that question a lot too.There is
no easy answer, so we have designed a response on our Website. It
is located at http://www.fwra.org/wildliferehab.html. Please feel free
to send inquirers to this page for basic information

Placement for non-releasable Wood Storks
Dear FWRA Members,
I am currently serving as the vice-chair of the Ciconiiformes Taxon Advisory
Group for the AZA (Association of Zoos and Aquariums). This is the committee that oversees all of the wading birds that are exhibited in zoos. We establish husbandry guidelines and provide genetic and demographic management
for these birds. SeaWorld is a licensed rehab facility, and we have been able
to successfully place many wading birds and cranes into appropriate, spacious
habitats in zoos and aquariums under the care of professionals that we know
will provide excellent care. There is a desire within zoos to create a wood
stork population - many zoos have wetland or bayou exhibits that non-releasable wood storks would do well in.
Would you help me spread the word to rehabbers in the wood storks’ range
that might receive injured/non-releasable birds? If they call us, we will make
arrangements either to get the bird or for direct placement after rehabilitation. Below you will find my cell and work numbers, and my email is Sherry.
Branch@SeaWorld.com
Thank you!
Sherry Branch
Curator of Birds
SeaWorld Orlando
407.363.2361 W
407.325.7619 C

Virginia Opossums:
our allies in the fight against Lyme disease
Each year, more than 30,000 cases of Lyme disease are reported to CDC,
making it the most commonly reported tick-borne illness in the United
States, however it is estimated that the true number of people diagnosed
with the disease is about 10 times higher than reported. Tick-borne diseases have been on a steady rise in Florida for the last 10 years and May
through July is the time more people get tick bites and tick-borne diseases
than any other time of the year.
Researches are now saying we have a strong ally in the fight against Lyme disease among us: the Virginia Opossum!!!! Richard Ostfeld, of the Cary Institute for Ecosystem Studies in Millerton, NY has learned something
new and amazing about opossums “They are efficient tick-killing animals,” Opossums pick up a large amount
of ticks every night and 90% of those end up being groomed away and consumed. It seems Opossums are the
best neighbors one can wish for.Visit http://www.newstimes.com/news/article/Robert-Miller-Opposums-killersof-ticks-5413872.php

Idaho State Plans to Kill the Messenger
Countless cultures around the world see the raven as God’s messengers to the mortal world and foretellers
of the future, this is not the way people see this beautiful, intelligent, native bird in Idaho. Starting the end of
April 2014 and during the next two years the state is going to spend $100,000 on poisoning ravens, saying the
Ravens’ taste for Sage Grouse eggs is the main reason for the declining Grouse population even though a draft
environmental impact statement and six management alternatives by the US Bureau of Land Management and
the Forest Service list the top three threats to Sage Grouse in Idaho as invasive plants, infrastructure and fire.
Predation ranks tenth.Visit http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/apr/4/idaho-to-poison-ravens-hopingto-boost-sage-grouse/#ixzz30ZeDkJSW
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Service Approves $3.6 Million
to Conserve Migratory Birds
and Their Habitats in Western
Hemisphere
Fish and wildlife Service announced the great new
s on April 29 2014; the grant is going to the birds… all
$3.6 million of it. This project’s main focus is migratory
birds’ habitat conservation in Canada, United States,
South and Middle America and the Caribbean and will
include reinforcement of international relations and the
raising of awareness for birds’ and habitat conservation. 386 species of Neotropical birds and 18 countries
will benefit from this year’s grant. http://www.fws.gov/
news/ShowNews.cfm?ID=A9DBBD41-D585-51CBFB8305517D94A6BC

Molting Season
It is molting season; Audubon Center for Birds of Prey
staff put a notice to all volunteers each year.
Dear Volunteers,
It’s molting season again; please remember that all wild
birds are protected by state and federal laws. They cannot be harmed, harassed or possessed, including any of
their parts (eggs, feathers, etc.).
Please pick up any molted feathers found in or out of
cages and deposit them in either the clinic or the service building so the general public cannot pick them up.
We will send them to the Non-Eagle Feather Repository to be distributed to permitted Native Americans. All
eagle feathers (as well as eagle carcasses) will be sent
to National Eagle Repository, also to be distributed to
permitted Native Americans.
When educating the public about feathers and laws, it
is an excellent opportunity to add that it was feather
protection that started the Audubon Society.
Thank you,
Audubon Center for Birds of Prey Staff
To learn more about the Non-Eagle Feather Repository visit:
http://www.fws.gov/southwest/NAL/docs/Non-eagleRequestfactsheet.pdf
To learn more about the National Eagle Repository
visit: http://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/law/eagle/
To learn more about identification of feathers visit:
http://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/result.php
Or purchase the book: Bird Feathers: A Guide to
North American Species
By Dave Scott and Casey McFarland
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Bird Feathers:

A Guide to North American Species
by S. David Scott and Casey McFarland, 2010
reviewed by Hyta Meder-

er

Offering probably the most
complete guide to identifying
North American birds, Bird
Feathers contains photographs of the flight and body
feathers of 379 species.These
species are grouped by order
and family, and identified by
wing type and range. Each
feather is labeled according
to body location.
In addition to its role as a
guide to feather identification, Bird Feathers provides
clear and in-depth discussion of
the evolution of feathers and flight, including photos of
relevant fossils. Chapters on bird physiology and feather
structure include succinct analysis of the muscular, skeletal, and respiratory systems and how their structures
contribute to flight.
Unlike the previous chapters of this book, the chapter
on “Feathers and Flight” is amazingly thorough and detailed in its discussion of anatomy, types, and functions
of feathers; the dynamics of flight; molting; plumage
types; feather color sources; and feather damage. The
educational value is further enhanced by the excellent
drawings and photos which surpass the quality of the
identification photos. Bird Feathers will serve as a valuable reference and addition to your reference library.

Workshops set for licensed
gopher tortoise rehabilitators
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) will conduct 2 workshops providing assistance and volunteer opportunities for licensed wildlife
rehabilitators who care for injured and sick gopher
tortoises.
To register, please send your name and the name of
your organization to Alexandra.Perryman@MyFWC.
com. Registration is required, as space is limited. Additional information will be provided upon registration.
Orange County
Tuesday, July 1, 2014
9:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
SeaWorld Orlando
7007 Sea World Drive
Orlando, FL, 32821

Sarasota County
Tuesday, July 15, 2014
9:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Lemon Bay Park
570 Bay Park Blvd.
Englewood, FL, 34223

Some feather facts:
The following are excerpts from Understanding Raptor
Feathers: Functions and Captive Management written
by Dianna King Flynt for the September 2000 Florida
Wildlife Rehabilitators Association Symposium.
Feathers are keratin (mostly protein) structures grown
by papillae in the skin. The hereditary genes in the
papillae determine the color and shape of the feathers.
Feathers thrust out through follicles in the skin and
emerge with a thin-layered covering called the sheath,
which is preened off, as each feather grows outward.
Follicles play an essential role in feather growth. A
damaged follicle can cause a feather to become deformed. When a feather first emerges, it is said to be
“pinned.” Pin or blood feathers still have a supply of
blood at the base where they leave the skin. The blood
supply stops when the feather completes growth, but if
the emerging feather is damaged or broken at the base,
it will bleed - hence, the name “blood feather.”
The typical feather structure consists of a shaft or
rachis, hundreds of barbs and thousands of barbules.
Parallel barbs grow from the central shaft. Each barb
has hundreds of barbules, which interlock with barbules
of the adjacent barb. At the base of each feather are the
after-feathers, which are soft, downy barbs where the
barbules do not interlock. The shaft stays in the feather
follicle until it is pushed out during a molt by new feather growth.
All feathers wear and must be replaced at the time of
molt. Birds generally molt at least once a year, usually
after the breeding season and before migration. Some
species may have partial molts, partially molting into
or out of breeding plumage. In order to maintain flight
during a molt, most birds’ wing and tail feathers grow in
symmetrically and one or two pairs at time. This adaptation causes the least disruption to their flight. A few
species of birds, i.e., some species of waterfowl, molt
flight feathers simultaneously, rendering the bird flightless for a time, usually during incubation. A molt occurs
during a time of year when food availability for that
species is usually abundant.

This weakened line has more potential to break or split.
Broken or damaged feathers can be a handicap and will
not be replaced until the bird molts again. The terms
“stress mark,” “fault bar,” and “hunger traces” all refer
to this weakness in the feather.
An abnormal or stress molt can occur during the
feather growth stage if the stressor is extreme. The
feather(s) will literally stop growing since the body
shifts into survival mode and must supply blood (energy) to vital organs instead of the developing feather(s).
Feather growth will resume once and if the stessor is
removed. These stress molt feathers appear pinched
off and not fully developed. They do not fall from the
follicles immediately. However, they can drop at a rapid
rate or simultaneously. New feather growth will push
out the stress molt feathers, as long as the feather
follicles have not been damaged or closed up on their
own. Stressors include starvation, hunger, poor nutrition, illness and injury.
The feather follicle plays an important role in feather
growth. When a follicle is damaged by trauma, including surgery, a deformed, stressed feather can occur at
that site, even in subsequent molts. The act of pulling a
feather out manually leaves the follicle unoccupied and
may cause it to close up. A closed or damaged follicle
can lead to the development of a deformed or ingrown
feather, which can cause a serious infection. That is
why the manual removal of mature feathers, especially
primaries, is not recommended. The only feather that
should be pulled out immediately is a broken blood
feather since it can cause massive blood loss and even
death. If the entire blood feather is pulled out, the body
should soon begin producing a replacement feather.

“Feathers make up 4 -12 % of a bird’s body weight.”
(Pettigill, 1962) Proper nutrition during the molt is
essential since producing healthy feathers consumes a
significant amount of a bird’s energy. If a bird becomes
stressed or lacks nutrients when a new feather is
developing in the papillae stage, the nutritional blood
is temporarily restricted. As the feather grows
out of the skin, a weakened area called
a stress mark or fault bar can be
seen perpendicular to the
shaft, appearing transparent when held
up to the light.
Calamus

Rachis

Vane
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What is Wrong With the Everglades? Text by Dan Martinelli, Photos by R. Munguia

Recent media attention to the plight of the St. Lucie
River and the Indian River Lagoon has brought us hundreds of inquiries. People want to know if the birds and
other animals are being affected, how much, and what
can be done about it.The situation is complex, and this
article will attempt to elucidate some of the issues. But
to understand the present problem, it is first necessary
to understand a bit of Florida history.

Once upon a time, “River of Grass” was a seasonal
shallow river, nearly as broad as it was long, that flowed
virtually uninterrupted from Lake Okeechobee southward down the peninsula. A few small traditional rivers
(St. Lucie, Loxahatchee, New River, Miami River) as well
as fingers of Everglades bisected the Atlantic Coastal
Ridge on the east (today canals crossing US1 mark
these historic water passages), allowing the waters to
flow into the Indian River Lagoon and the rest of the
Intracoastal Waterway at specific points all the way south
to Homestead. On the southern and western coasts, no
such rock formation existed, and fresh water merged
imperceptibly with salt in Florida Bay and the Ten Thousand Islands.
In terms of its climate, its hydrology, and its wildlife,
southern Florida has always been a unique place: a hot,
wet, insect-infested environment unfriendly to humans.
Settlement was primarily coastal and the interior regions
(in vernacular, the Everglades) were left to the snakes,
gators, and native Americans. It took until the early 20th
century for non-Indian peoples to have any major effect
on this area, which was generally viewed as a “worthless noxious swamp.” By the 1920’s a farming economy
around the southern end of Lake Okeechobee had
reached significant proportions. On Sunday, September
16, 1928, a hurricane made landfall at Palm Beach with
winds of perhaps 150 mph.Traveling westward, the eye
passed over southern Lake Okeechobee at about 10pm.
Pushed by the high winds, lake water burst the earthen
dike and flooded Belle Glade and the surrounding areas.
The official death toll stood at more than 1,800, the
second highest hurricane death toll in US history, and
property damage exceeded $25 million (1928 dollars).
The actual, uncounted death toll was probably in excess
of five thousand.

The “noxious swamp” was to be “reclaimed” and made
suitable for human use. In the words of the day, they
were going to “dam it, drain it, and sell it.” In the context of the time, there was nothing nefarious about this
effort. No one, scientist or layman, truly understood the
uniqueness of the area or the myriad cumulative effects
that would result. Nevertheless, the hydrology of southern Florida was dramatically and perhaps irreparably
changed.

The natural system was totally disrupted by this replumbing.Water was retained in the Lake and the
Conservation Areas to serve farming interests. Excess
water was diverted and discharged through canals and
through the St. Lucie and the Caloosahatchee Rivers.The
lack of sheet flow, lack of seasonal dry-down, and farm
back-pumping changed the Conservation Areas from
the incredible biotic diversity of true Everglades into a
monoculture dominated by cattails and supporting little
else. Everglades National Park, the southernmost end of
the River of Grass, received almost no water, causing irreversible damage to plant and animal communities. Lack
of fresh water has made Florida Bay increasingly saline,
devastating this once incredibly rich ecosystem.The damage extends to the Florida Keys, the only living coral reef
ecosystem in the continental US.Wading bird populations throughout Florida have crashed, and spectacular
species like the Wood Stork are now Endangered. In dry
years we hope for rain and talk about water conservaOut of this disaster grew the impetus for the Central
tion as salt water intrusion threatens our well fields. In
and Southern Florida Flood Control District (now
wet years we “dump” millions of gallons of fresh water
euphemistically renamed Water Management District), a into our estuarine environments.This diverted water adspecial state agency with extraordinary autonomy, includ- versely affects the once prolific estuaries of both coasts
ing taxing authority. Over the next 50 years the Flood
through siltation, pollution, and rapid changes in salinity
Control District created over 1,400 miles of canals, dikes, and temperature.These cumulative effects define what is
and levies and made shallow lakes of much of the historic “wrong” with the St. Lucie River and Indian River Lagoon
eastern Everglades. (Again euphemistically, these were
today.
called “Conservation Areas.”) Supported by farming and
development interests, the intent was to forever change
In the short term, the Indian River Lagoon is in critical
the character of southern Florida.
condition: fish are dying, pelicans are starving, and the entire system has been disrupted. As a wildlife hospital we
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Thank you to our Sponsoring Rehabilitation Organizations
FROzEN FISH FOR WILDLIFE FOOD.

Animis Foundation
animisfoundation@yahoo.com

SPCA Wildlife Care Center
www.wildlifecarecenter.org

Peace River Wildlife
www.peaceriverwildlifecenter.org

Avian Recondition Center
www.arc4raptors.org

Florida Wildlife Hospital and Sanctuary
www.floridawildlifehospital.org

St. Francis Wildlife Association
www.stfranciswildlife.org

Audubon Center for Birds of Prey
www.audubonofflorida.org

www.sawgrassnaturecenter.org

Sawgrass Nature Center

Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
of Central FL
www.wildlifecenterflorida.org
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The Positive Effects of Using Surrogates
By Carol McCorkle

Spring means baby animals
and, for a variety of reasons,
many of these babies become
orphans. Of course, as trained
wildlife rehabilitators, we will
always try our best to return
or re-nest these orphans. Unfortunately, this is not always
successful and the orphan
must be raised in captivity.
It now becomes paramount
that these orphans be raised in
the best way possible to grow
both physically and mentally.
Generally, well-established rehabilitation centers have good
quality food for whatever species of animals they work with,
and therefore good nutrition
needed for physical growth
is usually not a problem. However, the mental well-being of a
wild animal that grows so quickly must always be considered;
all babies will become imprinted in one way or another as
they grow, and the use of a surrogate (substitute) parent is
one of the best options we rehabilitators have at our disposal
to prevent imprinting on humans. While Avian Reconditioning
Center works only with raptors, the concept is the same with
other orphaned wildlife.
The use of a good surrogate parent, of the same species, for
displaced wildlife not only makes life easier for the rehabilitator, it also creates as natural an environment for the young
as possible. At our center we are fortunate to have a great
horned owl that has been raising young for over 15 years; she
has even hatched eggs. While she has a rather busy nest, often
times with 5 or 6 babies, she always has plenty of food and
takes her time feeding each one. The tactile and vocal interaction cannot be duplicated by people, and this of course keeps
people completely out of the picture, except for the occasional checking of weights.
This is the ideal fix for orphans, especially if you have only one. Single chicks need to be placed with others of
their own kind as soon as possible. Networking with other rehabilitators is the best way to find out who has
what species for surrogates.
While this is the best option, it is not always possible. In some situations when a surrogate can’t be found, the
orphan needs medical treatment or a re-nest is going to be attempted. In such cases we will use our educational birds (of the same species) so they can serve as role models. We set the orphans up in kennels facing the
adult. This way they are outside, away from human sights and sounds and, instead, exposed to natural stimuli.
Feeding is done in as hands off a manner as the age of the chick allows, remembering that many raptors are
eating large pieces of food at an early age. We also use sounds when feeding to help imitate the noises the orphan would hear from its natural parents.
Using these methods when handling orphans will help keep these young orphans as wild as possible, raising
them to fear people and to recognize their own species. Our wildlife has a hard time succeeding in this manmade environment we’ve created. Making sure they keep their wild instincts is paramount to any success they
may have once returned to the wild.

the section on blotches as a juvenile and the section on solid colors as an adult.
Each snake species is listed with a description, and information on the habitat, size, diet, and scientific name.
There is also a map with each species, indicating the range where the snake may be found.
This guide includes numerous other features, such as 10 photos and descriptions of
habitats where snakes are likely to be found in Florida, what to do or not do if bitten by a venomous snake,
distinguishing features of venomous pit vipers and of nonvenomous
snakes and coral snakes, and information about two different groups of legless lizards that are often mistaken for
snakes.
This guide is printed on heavy card stock and is ring-bound. It is designed to be of use to
people who have little or no experience with Florida’s snakes and who need to be able to quickly identify one
when they come across it. The authors hope that snakes will benefit from this guide by making it easy for people to
determine which snakes are nonvenomous.
This guide can be obtained from www.ifasbooks.com or at 800-226-1764.

UPCO has the products you
need at prices you can AFFORD.
We offer a 10% DISCOUNT
to any licensed rehab operation.

xHandling & Capture Equipment
xChemical Capture xVeterinary &
Kennel Products xDisease Control
xUniforms & Accessories xProfessional

Development & Services

1—800 338—ACES (2237)
Animal Care Equipment & Services LLC
3075 75th Street (#2), Boulder, Co, USA 80301
www.animal-care.com email aces@animal-care.com
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